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The study aims toreviewdi erent measurements of earnings quality and investigateits determinants
which are mainly derived from rm characteristics of Vietnamese listed companies from 2011 to
2019. Panel data analysis is implemented, and xed-e ect regression is employed along with postestimation tests to achieve robust ndings. The research results indicate that dividend yield and
rm size are positively related to earnings quality while nancial leverage, growth, pro tability
and accounting losses have negative impacts on earnings quality. Meanwhile, rm age as well as
the Circular 200 have positive partial impact on the quality of earnings of listed rms in Vietnam.
.H

RUGV Earnings Management, Earnings Quality, Accruals Quality

,QWURG FWLRQ
Earnings can be viewed as a basis in determining and signalling dividend payment, as a
guideline for investment and decisionmaking process, as a proxy for rm’s performance,
as a criterion in pricing stock and nally as a prediction proxy to predict rm performance
(Mohammady, 2010). Earnings quality (EQ) represents the degree of accountability and
usefulness of the reported earnings gures. In the same stream of thinking, earnings are
also considered to have better quality when they convey more information about nancial
performance of rms (Dechow HW DO , 2010). In addition, it is emphasized that EQ is an
LQIRUPDWLYH LQGLFDWRU LI LW FDQ H HG D D D L IRU SUHGLFWLQJ I W UH HDUQLQJ
D UH W
high-quality earnings can reduce agency cost and information asymmetry, and subsequently
help both rm management and other stakeholders to take proper decisions, which is crucial
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for the well-functioning capital markets (Penman, 2003). EQ can be understood as the degree
to which reported earnings in the income statement re ect the real situation of rms.
However, with the existence of material misstatements in the nancial statements leading
to colossal corporate collapse in recent years, there has been a great concern about the quality
of reported earnings from listed companies in the stock market. This is justi able by the fact
that there is a signi cant di erence between unaudited and audited nancial statements or
HYHQ PDWHULD PL WDWHPHQW FDQ QRW H GHWHFWHG
D GLWRU
W SLFD H DPS H RI W H DWWHU
is the dissolution of Arthur Andersen, the famousaudit rms, in association with the collapse
of Enron Corporation, an American energy company as a result of misrepresenting earnings
to indicate favorable performance. Similarly, in Vietnam, a typical case can be related to
Hoang Anh Gia Lai Joint Stock Company (HAG) with the sudden change from the pro t
after tax of 253 billion VND to the loss of 2,025 billion VND after being audited for the cal
year 2019 (Ngoc and Thanh, 2020). Put di erently, fraudulent nancial reporting, earnings
management (EM) practices or poor performance can have adverse impacts on the quality of
earnings, which a ect not only the investors’ belief but also the going concern assumptions
of the corporation in the future. As a result, EQ measurements and determinants have become
W H WRSLF RI LQWHUH W WR PDQ UH HDUF HU
In Vietnam, most studies use accounting-based measures with a focus on accruals quality or
detection of EM through changes in discretionary accruals (Dang, 2015; Nguyen and Le, 2016;
'DR
+RDQJ DQG 'DQJ
0R W RI W H H W GLH DSS FRPPRQ PRGH GHYH RSHG
by Friedlan (1994), Dechow HW DO (1995), and Kothari HW DO
7 H H PRGH WDQG IRU
the rst two approaches to measure accruals quality, and subsequently, the role of accruals
LQ UHFRJQL LQJ WLPH JDLQ DQG R D PPHWULFD D SURSR HG
D DQG LYDN PDU
(2006) have not been utilized. This study will focus on synthesizing the EQ measurements
and examining its determinants in the context of Vietnamese listed rms. This research paper
has conducted quantitative research methodology to examine the impacts nancial leverage,
growth, pro tability, dividend yield, rm age and size on EQ. The sample includes 443
companies listed on the both Hanoi Stock Exchange (HNX) and Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange
(HOSE) from 2011 to 2019, resulting in 3,987 rm-year observations. Multiple regression
analysis and xed-e ect (FE) regression are employed to examine the determinants of EQ
along with post-estimation tests to achieve robust ndings. Our research results indicate that
dividend yield and rm size are positively related to EQ while nancial leverage, growth,
pro tability and accounting losses have negative impacts on EQ. Meanwhile, our study has
not found any statistically signi cant relationships between rm age as well as the Circular
200 and the quality of earnings in Vietnam.
The study is organized into ve parts as follows. Part 2 provides a theoretical background
and a literature review on earnings quality measurements and determinants. Part 3 presents
W H GDWD FR HFWLRQ DQG UH HDUF PHW RGR RJ 3DUW GL F H UH HDUF UH W DQG 3DUW
FRQF GH W H SDSHU
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7KHRUHWLFDO EDFN UR QG RQ HDUQLQ V T DOLW PHDV UHPHQWV
2.1 Earnings quality
Dechow and Dichev (2002) considered that earnings can be viewed as a signi cant proxy
that investors use to assess the future cash ows of rms. Lev (1989) de ned EQ as the
predictability of nancial variables. He explained that the higher quality of earnings requires
predictable events, which are assumed to have potential in uences on the future cash ow,
need to be impounded in the company’s current earnings and values. Teets (2002) considered
EQ to see a company’s economic performance through basic events reported in accordance
with accounting standards and thereby providing information about quality of accounting
information. Besides, EQ is de ned as the extent to which pro t is reported truthfully, and
they proposed seven measures of pro t quality: survival, predictability, variability, proportion
RI FD IURP RSHUDWLQJ DFWLYLWLH F DQJH LQ DFFU D DFFU D DQG DGM WHG DFFU D
F LSSHU
and Vincent, 2003). Moreover, EQ is considered as the most comprehensive measure of
nancial statements quality (Lev, 1989). EQ is also used in many empirical studies to examine
the changes in pro tability over time as well as to assess the impact of changes in accounting
standards and regulatory environment, comparing nancial statements across countries along
with measuring market prices among businesses with di erent quality of reported earnings.
2.2 Earnings quality measurements
)UDQFL HW DO , (2004) classi ed EQ measurements into two main groups: accounting-based
measures (i.e. accruals quality, earnings persistence, earnings predictability and earnings
PRRW QH DQG PDUNHW D HG PHD UH L H YD H UH HYDQFH WLPH LQH DQG FRQ HUYDWL P
While the former tends to focus on using accounting numbers from nancial statements to
measure the reliability and predictability of earnings, the latter combines these gures with
stock prices or returns to re ect the decision usefulness of accounting information.
2.2.1 Accounting-based measures
For accounting-based approach to measure EQ, these types of measurements are constructed
by using two main components of earnings namely cash and accruals. While the cash
FRPSRQHQW L UHD L HG W H DFFU D FRPSRQHQW L
MHFW WR D JUHDW QFHUWDLQW G H WR LD H LQ
PDQDJHPHQW M GJPHQW DQG H WLPDWH )UDQFL HW DO
FFU DO T DOLW
In spite of such bias which can result in misrepresentation of economic phenomena, accrual
FRPSRQHQW L WL FRQ LGHUHG D D R UFH RI UH HYDQW LQIRUPDWLRQ WR LQYH WRU 7 HUHIRUH
in order to assess the reliability of EQ, several researchers use accruals in di erent ways.
According to DeAngelo (1986), and Schipper and Vincent (2003), the changes in total accruals
can represent the degree of EM, resulting in an inverse relationship between this gure and
EQ (Equation 1). From the model developed by DeAngelo (1986), Friedlan (1994) added
revenues into the model to control for changes in performance (Equation 2) as below:
DQG
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where TACLW denotes total accruals of rm i at time t, equal to net income minus CFO; TACLW
means total accruals of rm i at time (t-1); REVLW denotes revenues of rm i at time t.
Another approach used by Jones (1991), Dechow HW DO (1995), and Kothari HW DO
LQ
three respective equations (3), (4), (5) below is to identify the discretionary accruals resulting
IURP LQWHQWLRQD DFFR QWLQJ WUHDWPHQW WR PDQLS DWH HDUQLQJ D R UHIHUUHG WR D D QRUPD
RU QH SHFWHG DFFU D D UH LG D IURP UHJUH LQJ WRWD DFFU D RQ QRQ GL FUHWLRQDU
DFFU D GHULYHG IURP QPDQDJHG HFRQRPLF WUDQ DFWLRQ LQF GLQJ F DQJH LQ UHYHQ H
changes in accounts receivables and book value of property, plant and equipment. While the
book value of PPE determines depreciation cost, the change in revenues implies changes in
working capital. Assuming that changes in credit sales could also be the sources of EM, Jones
model was modi ed by the adjustment in the changes in revenues (by Dechow HW DO
WUDFWHG W H FRUUH SRQGLQJ F DQJH LQ UHFHLYD H IURP W H F DQJH LQ UHYHQ H 0RUHRYHU
Kothari HW DO (2005) controlled for rm performance (ROA) in their model. Overall, the
higher the discretionary accruals from each model, the lower the quality of earnings.

DQG

where TACLW denotes total accruals of rm i at time t, equal to net income minus CFO; TALW
means total assets of rm i at time (t-1); ∆REVLW LQGLFDWH F DQJH LQ UHYHQ H IURP WLPH
(t-1) to time t; ∆ARLW means changes in accounts receivables from time (t-1) to time t; PPELW
represents book value of property, plant and equipment of rm i at time t; ROALW GHQRWH
return on assets of rm i at time (t-1).
Apart from the two above-mentioned approaches to measure EQ, given the relation
between current accruals and cash ow, Dechow and Dichev (2002) measured EQ as the
absolute value or the standard deviation of residuals from regressing changes in working
FDSLWD on the previous, current and future CFO, nding that the magnitude of this gure is
inversely related to EQ as follows:
(6)
Changes in working capital (∆WCA) = Changes in current assets (∆CA) - Changes in cash and cash equiva
lents (∆CASH) - Changes in current liabilities (∆CL) + Changes in short-term loans (∆STLOAN)
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where ∆WCALW indicates the changes in working capital of rm i from time (t-1) to time t; TALW
means total assets of rm i at time (t-1); CFOLW denotes cash ow from operating activities
of rm i at time (t-1); CFOLW means cash ow from operating activities of rm i at time t;
CFOLW denotes cash ow from operating activities of rm i at time (t+1).
*LYHQ W H LPSRUWDQW UR H RI DFFU D DFFR QWLQJ LQ UHFRJQL LQJ QUHD L HG JDLQ RU R
Ball and Shivakumar (2006) controlled for this conservatism in previous models. This model
results in a signi cant improvement in speci cation and can be used to explain up to three
times the amount of variation in accruals compared with the conventional linear speci cations
as Jones (1991). At the same time, Ball and Shivakumar (2006) argued that conventional
LQHDU DFFU D PRGH W DW RPLW W H UR H RI DFFU D LQ D PPHWULFD WLPH R UHFRJQLWLRQ
(conditional conservatism), result in a rather poor speci cation of the accounting accrual
process. As a result, from modi ed Jones model, they have added CFO, DCFO and their
interaction as follows:

where TACLW denotes total accruals of rm i at time t, equal to net income minus CFO; TALW
represents total assets of rm i at time (t-1); ∆REVLW indicates the changes in revenue of rm
i from time (t-1) to time t; ∆ARLW denotes the changes in accounts receivables of rm i from
time (t-1) to time t; PPE_it means book value of property, plant and equipment of rm i at
time t; CFO_it denotes cash ow from operating activities of rm i at time t; DCFO denotes
dummy variable equal to 1 when CFO_it is negative, and 0 otherwise.
7LPH VHULHV SURSHUWLHV
In addition to evaluate the accrual quality, some researchers assess EQ through its timeseries properties. Accordingly, earnings are considered to be of higher quality when earnings
SHUIRUPDQFH SHU L W LQWR W H QH W SHULRG HDUQLQJ SHU L WHQFH 3HQPDQ DQG = DQJ
Schipper and Vincent, 2003), or when decision-makers can use the past earnings to make
I W UH SUHGLFWLRQ HDUQLQJ SUHGLFWD L LW
/LSH
DUW HW DO
R HQ
Barua, 2006). From the same Equation 8 below with previous and current earnings before
extraordinary, while earnings persistence is measured as a regression coe cient, earnings
SUHGLFWD L LW L H SUH HG W UR J W H WDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ RI UH LG D IURP UHJUH LRQ PRGH

where EARNLW indicates earnings before extraordinary items of rm i at time t; EARNLW
denotes earnings before extraordinary items of rm i at time (t-1); TALW PHDQ WRWD D HW RI
rm i at time (t-1).
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/D W W QRW HD W HDUQLQJ PRRW QH L PHD UHG D LQFRPH YDULD L LW GLYLGHG FD
ow variability (Leuz HW DO , 2003). This measurement implies how much earnings will uctuate
from one unit of cash ow variability. As a result, this attribute is also referred as a special
case of EM, which means that the arti cial smoothness is created by earnings management
instead of earningspersistence. Overall, the lower the ratio, the higher the possibilities of EM
along with the lower EQ:

where

L W H WDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ RI W H UDWLR RI HDUQLQJ

WLPH W WR WRWD D HW DW WLPH W

HIRUH H WUDRUGLQDU LWHP DW

GHQRWH W H WDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ RI W H UDWLR RI FD

ow from operating activities at time t to total assets at time (t-1).
0DUNHW EDVHG PHDV UHV
7 H RW HU JUR S L PDUNHW D HG PHD UH LQF GLQJ YD H UH HYDQFH WLPH LQH
FRQ HUYDWL P RI HDUQLQJ

DQG

9DO H UHOHYDQFH
Value relevance, referred to as the ability of earnings, is used to explain the changes in stock
prices or returns and the greater explanatory power is associated with high EQ (Collins HW DO
' PRQWLHU DQG /D H H
HQJ HW DO , 2005). Accordingly, Edward Bell Ohlson
(EBO) models have been employed to measure this property of EQ. In this model, stock
SULFH L UHJUH HG RQ RRN YD H SHU DUH HDUQLQJ SHU DUH RU W H F DQJH LQ HDUQLQJ SHU
share (used in modi ed EBO model), creating price relevance model (Equation 10). Instead
RI LQJ W H WRFN SULFH RPH UH HDUF HU DYH HG WRFN UHW UQ WR FUHDWH UHW UQ UH HYDQFH
model (Equation 11). Accordingly, EQ is determined based on the coe cient R2 from these
equations:
3LW = β + β BVPSLW + β EPSLW + β ∆EPSLW + εLW
RETLW = β + β BVPSLW + β EPSLW + β ∆EPSLW + εLW
where PLW represents closing stock price of rm i at time t; RETLW indicates stock return of rm
i at time t; BVPSLW denotes book value per share of rm i at time (t-1); EPSLW PHDQ HDUQLQJ
per share of rm i at time (t-1); ∆EPSLW GHQRWH W H F DQJH LQ HDUQLQJ SHU DUH IURP WLPH
W WR WLPH W
7LPHOLQHVV DQG FRQVHUYDWLVP
Timeliness and conservatism describe the situation in which accounting earnings is used as
proxies for economic income when exposed to bad or good news in a timely manner. Speci cally,
D HW DO , (2000) de ne conservatism as a di erential ability of accounting earnings to depict
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economic losses against economic gains. In other words, a timely recognition of losses is
often refered to as a “conservative” accounting system (Basu, 1997; Pope and Walker, 1999).
,W L D R SRLQWHG R W W DW FRQGLWLRQD FRQ HUYDWL P L PRUH LNH WR WLPH UHFRJQL H DG
news than good news in earnings, hence decreasing EM practices and increasing EQ (Basu,
1997; Mora and Walker, 2015). As can be seen from Basu’s regression function in Equation
10 below, this approach is similar with that of Ball and Shivakumar (2006) when considering
conditional conservatism in accounting despite the di erences in choosing variables to re ect
good or bad information. Speci cally, instead of considering negative CFO as an indicator
of bad information, Basu (1997) employed negative stock return. Accordingly, the Basu’s
regression function is as follows:
XLW = β + β N + β RETLW + β N*RETLW + εLW
where XLW denotes earnings per share of rm i at time t, divided by stock price at the beginning
of the period; RETLW represents stock return of rm i at time t; N denotes dummy variable
equal to 1 in case of bad information (RETLW < 0), and 0 otherwise.
EQ measurement based on accrual quality aspect is considered as an appropriate approach.
Total accruals (TAC), which re ects EQ, is employed by most models. On the one hand,
DeAngelo (1986) and Friedlan (1994) only consider the changes in TAC and do not run any
kinds of regression. As a result, such models are less powerful in measuring EQ as they do
not take into account the impact of the rms’ operations and characteristics, which can have
impacts on EM behaviors and EQ. On the other hand, most models perform regressions with
Pooled OLS model in which TAC is regressed on di erent factors such as revenues, book
value of PPE, accounts receivables and CFO to identify the discretionary accruals. However,
each model still has limitations which can lead to a low explanatory power. Speci cally,
Jones (1991), Dechow HW DO (1995), and Kothari HW DO (2005) did not considered CFO and
conservatism of EQ, Dechow and Dichev (2002) only considered CFO and used working
FDSLWD DFFU D :
RUW WHUP DFFU D LQ WHDG RI WRWD DFFU D 7
D SUHYLR
studies. Accordingly, while the former ignored the role of accrual in timely gain or loss
recognition, the latter is viewed to be only appropriate with rms having short operating
cycle. Ball and Shivakumar (2006) controlled for the conservatism of EQ in modi ed Jones
model developed by Dechow HW DO (1995). This model o ers an enhancement in speci cation
LPSURYHPHQW D LW FDQ H S DLQ S WR W UHH WLPH W H DPR QW RI F DQJH LQ DFFU D FRPSDUHG
WR RW HU SUHYLR
W GLH
2.3 Determinants of earnings quality
HYHUDJH
Leverage, measured as total liabilities over total assets, represents a trade-o consideration
between the bene ts of tax shield and the costs of nancial distress or even bankruptcy.
Leverage re ects the rm’s potential risk and the impact on the accrual accounting quality as
well as the nancial statements. Many previous studies have found the link between nancial
leverage and the quality of reported earnings (Dechow HW DO
'H)RQG DQG -LDP D YR
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1994; Gopalan and Jayaraman, 2012). Speci cally, the studies indicated that the higher
leverage the rm is using, the closer it is getting to the credit limit, and thus the managerst
will have incentives to manipulate earnings. By doing this, they can satisfy the debt covenants
in existing credit granting contracts and it is possible to raise new debt with more favorable
terms (Dechow HW DO
RU DYRLG W H UHDF RI RDQ FRQWUDFW 'H)RQG DQG -LDP D YR
1994). As a result, EQ might be reduced. This inverse relationship was also found in studies
by Gopalan and Jayaraman (2012), Kamau and Waweru (2013), Hassan and Bello (2013),
DQG /L HW DO (2017). In contrast, Barton and Waymire (2004) provide evidence that the EQ is
positively correlated with leverage. Parte-Esteban and Garcia (2014), and Vasilescu and Millo
(2016) indicated that this relationship has no statistical signi cance.
In Vietnam, the credit institutions have played an important role in the nancial market.
Debt often accounts for a high proportion of the capital structure in many rms, and thus this
factor also has impacts on earnings as well as EQ. Recent studies by Bui and Ngo (2017),
and Hoang and Dang (2018) showed a negative impact of nancial leverage on the quality of
corporate earnings. Therefore, the hypothesis is developed as follows:
H1: There exists a negative relationship between nancial leverage and earnings quality
of listed rms in Vietnam.
UR WK
Growth is measured as the di erence between revenue of rm i at time t and t-1 over revenue
of rm i at time t-1 [(REVLW - REVLW )/REVLW ]. When considering sales growth or growth in total
net operating assets as an indicator of the rm growth rate, Nissim and Penman (2001), and
* R HW DO (2005) showe that companies with higher growth rate have lower EQ. This adverse
impact of growth on EQ is also supported by the research of Dechow HW DO
*RSD DQ
and Jayaraman (2012). However, Lee HW DO (2006), Vasilescu and Millo (2016), and Liu HW DO
(2017) found insigni cant result for this relationship. Given Vietnamese companies are in the
early stages of their life cycle, the growth is increasing signi cantly. Speci cally, descriptive
statistics in this study show that companies in Vietnam have an average growth rate of 13.9%
while research by Liu HW DO (2017) showed that this gure for US market is only 6.7%.
In Vietnam, Hoang (2016), Nguyen and Nguyen (2019) found that growth has an impact
on the company’s EQ, however, the their ndings shows di erent directions of correlation
signs. Thus, the following hypothesis is proposed:
H2: There is a relationship between growth and earnings quality of listed rms in Vietnam.
2.3.3 Pro tability
As indicated in previous studies, the rm pro tability is a signi cant factor in uencing
nancial reporting and EQ (Lang and Lundholm, 1993; Hamidzadeh and Zeinali, 2015). On
the one hand, rms with higher positive pro ts tend to provide better quality of reported gures
(Lin and Wu, 2014). On the other hand, high pro tability can enhance the rm’s nancial
position from the perspective of investors and other stakeholders, and thus encouraging rms
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to provide income statements with outstanding numbers which can be derived from fraudulent
nancial reporting or EM behaviors. Meanwhile, Francis HW DO (1996), and Liu HW DO
did not nd any evidence regarding this relationship.
In Vietnam, previous studies have found empirical evidence on the impact of pro tability
on EQ. According to Bui and Ngo (2017), rms with outstanding performance and high
pro tability will have high-quality earnings while Duong (2013), Hoang and Dang (2018)
found a negative relationship between pro tability and EQ. We measure pro tability as EBIT/
Total assets. The hypothesis is suggested as follows:
H3: There exists arelationship between earnings quality and pro tability of listed rms in
9LHWQDP
FFR QWLQJ ORVVHV
In addition to the force majeure cases in which rms are negatively a ected by outside factors
such as unexpectedly high lending interest rate in 2011, US-China trade war in the 2018, or
COVID-19 pandemic recently, rms may have subjective reasons to adjust negative pro t.
Speci cally, motivated by tax evasion, managers tend to change the accounting policies to
increase costs, reduce revenue in the period, which lead to a negative pro t and a lower EQ.
7 L DUJ PHQW L D R SSRUWHG
'R H HW DO
DQG 5DQ HW DO (2015) in which they
indicated that poor performance is associated with lower quality of earnings. In contrast,
'H QJH R HW DO (1994) argued thatsuch poor performance may reduce rms’ chances of
earnings manipulation, and thus results in a higher EQ. We use dummy variable of loss
(LOSS) which is equal to 1 when the rms have negative net income, and 0 otherwise. The
hypothesis is proposed as follows:
7KHUH H[LVWV D QHJDWLYH UHODWLRQVKLS EHW HHQ DFFR QWLQJ ORVVHV DQG HDUQLQJV T DOLW
of listed rms in Vietnam.
LYLGHQG LHOG
Dividend yield is measured as the percentage of dividend paid by rm i during the time
t over the stock price of the rm at the end of time t. Managers hesitate to raise dividend
unless dividend is believed to be sustained at the new level, and thus, a constant dividend
policy is expected to be sustained over time (Lintner, 1956). Brav HW DO
D R SSRUWHG
this nding as earnings persistence contributes mainly in rms’ dividend payment decisions.
0RUHRYHU IUD G HQW UHSRUWHG HDUQLQJ FDQ QRW PDLQWDLQ
WDLQD L LW DQG WHQG WR UHYHU H
in the future, therefore, rms with EM behaviors are less likely to increase dividends (Dechow
HW DO , 1996). At the same time, according to signaling theory, changes in dividend payment
could send signals of rms’ earnings prospects to the market. Put di erently, dividend rises
may signal good news to the market while dividend declines might convey bad news.
The positive relationship between EQ and dividend yield in emerging markets such as
LQD DQG ,QGRQH LD L D R IR QG LQ W H W GLH
'HQJ HW DO
DQG LUDLW DQG LUHJDU
0RUHRYHU +H HW DO (2017) highlighted that this relationship may be di erent across
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countries in terms of institutional strength and transparency. In general, these ndings are in
line with the information e ect of dividends. Therefore, the following hypothesis is suggested:
7KHUH LV D SRVLWLYH UHODWLRQVKLS EHW HHQ GLYLGHQG LHOG DQG HDUQLQJV T DOLW RI OLVWHG
rms in Vietnam.
)LUP DJH
In addition to the nancial determinants, rm age may also be related to the quality of earnings.
With the same approach as McNichols (2002), we measure rm age as the di erence between
the year of observation and the year in which the company was o cially listed on the Vietnamese
stock exchange. On the one hand, the greater the rm age, the more experience it gains,
which minimize costs and enhance quality. As a result, they would be less likely to engagein
the behaviors that a ect EQ and their reputation in the market (Ericson and Pakes, 1995).
Similarly, McNichols (2002) argued that rms in growing stage have lower quality of earnings
than long-established rms, therefore, rm age is positively related to EQ. This outcome was
D R SSRUWHG
+H HW DO
'HQJ HW DO (2017), and Nguyen and Tran (2018) whereas
LUDLW DQG LUHJDU
DQG * HW DO (2009) found that rm age is negatively associated with
EQ. Meanwhile, other studies didn’t nd any signi cant relationship between EQ and rm age
(e.g., Olowokure HW DO , 2016). Therefore, the hypothesis is proposed as follows:
H6: Firm age and earnings quality of listed rms in Vietnam are positively related.
)LUP VL]H
Firm size is measured by the natural logarithm of its total assets. Under the requirements of
obligatory compliance with the regulations set by the authorities and the market supervisors,
large rms are under lots of pressure (Karami and Akhgar, 2014), and may have higher EQ
compared to small ones. This positive relationship between rm size and EQ was also found
in previous research ndings. The study by Ball and Foster (1982) indicated that rm size is
positively related with earnings quality as large companies often have to spend xed costs to
maintain internal control systems in the process of nancial reporting. On the contrary, small
rms often have weak internal control systems and tend to revise previously reported earnings
WDUJHW 'R H HW DO , 2007). According to Parte-Esteban and Garcia (2014), Liu HW DO
Bui and Ngo (2017), there is a positive relationship between rm size and EQ. Nevertheless,
they indicated that big rms might have lower EQ than small rms (Watts and Zimmerman,
1990; Gopalan and Jayaraman, 2012; and Vasilescu and Millo, 2016). Therefore, the following
SRW H L L GHYH RSHG
H7: Firm size and earnings quality of listed rms in Vietnam are positively related.
&LUF ODU
In Vietnam, from 2001 to 2005, Vietnam Ministry of Finance (MoF) has issued 26 standards
(VAS-Vietnam Accounting Stantands) which were customized to t Vietnam based on on the
R G YHU LRQ RI W H UH SHFWLYH ,QWHUQDWLRQD FFR QWLQJ WDQGDUG ,
,Q DGGLWLRQ W H H
WDQGDUG DYH HHQ SS HPHQWHG
PDQ J LGDQFH
F D LUF DU RU 'HFL LRQ 7 H
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DWH W DQG PR W FRPSUH HQ LYH RQH L W H LUF DU
77 7 GDWHG
'HFHP HU
2014, which has come into e ect since 1 January 2015. Accordingly, principles related to
presentation and disclosure of nancial statements under this Circular No. 200 are viewed to
H F R HU WR W H ,QWHUQDWLRQD )LQDQFLD 5HSRUWLQJ WDQGDUG ,)5 W DQ W H SUHYLR RQH
Therefore, to assess the impact level of this Circular on EQ, the author will use dummy
circular variable (CIR) which takes value of 1 when the year of observation is greater than
2014, and 0 otherwise. The hypothesis is advanced as follows:
H8: Circular 200 and earnings quality of listed rms in Vietnam are positively related.
5HVHDUFK PHWKRGROR

DQG GDWD FROOHFWLRQ

3.1 Data collection
The data used in this study were collected from the audited nancial statements of companies
listed on both HNX) and HOSE from 2010 to 2019 using Fiinpro database. Among 18
industries according to Industry Classi cation Benchmark (ICB) level 2, three industries in
the eld of nancials including Banking, Insurance and Real Estate were excluded from the
research sample due to their distinct features in the nancial reporting system as well as
accounting treatments. Meanwhile, the minimum number of observations for each industry
in each year is required to be greater than 20 for the purpose of regression with Ball and
Shivakumar (2006) model, some of them are excluded from research sample. As a result,
research sample consist of 9 remaining industries with 443 rms from 2011 to 2019, resulting
in 3,987 rm-year observations.
3.2 Research methodology
This research employed quantitative research method. Multiple regression analysis is
considered as an appropriate approach to investigate the impact level of rm characteristics
on its quality of earnings. Besides, the dataset used in this research is presented in the form
of panel data. Therefore, to capture the e ects of all variables that are individual-speci c and
constant over time, panel data analysis is implemented and FE regression is employed as the
main model. In addition, FE regression is a powerful tool in solving omitted variable bias for
panel data. FE regression has also been used in studies related to EQ and EM such as Nguyen
DQG L
L DQG 1JR
3.3 Research model
0HDV UHPHQW RI HDUQLQJV T DOLW
Given the conditions of Vietnamese stock market, EQ measurements by market-based
approach tend to be inappropriate as changes in stock price or returns are mainly a ected by
S F R RJLFD IDFWRU RI LQGLYLG D LQYH WRU RU HYHQ PDUNHW PDQLS DWLRQ H DYLRU UDW HU
than accounting gures such as EPS or BVPS. Besides, Vietnamese stock exchanges have
been established for a while so the data are available for a short period of time. Thus, tt can
be di cult to measure EQ through accounting-based measures with time-series properties.
D UH W DFFR QWLQJ D HG PHD UH L PRUH DSSURSULDWH FRPSDUHG WR PDUNHW D HG RQH
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Many previous studies in Vietnam have not yet considered cash ows for operating
activities (CFO) and the role of accruals in recognising timely gain and loss asymmetrically.
Therefore, we apply the method by Ball and Shivakumar (2006) to measure EQ as we believe
this is as an appropriate approach to measure EQ given the condition of Vietnamese stock
market. The model is as follows:

where TACLW means total accruals of rm i at time t, equal to net income minus CFO; TALW
represents total assets of rm i at time (t-1); ∆REVLW indicates the changes in revenue of rm
i from time (t-1) to time t; ∆ARLW denotes the changes in accounts receivables of rm i from
time (t-1) to time t; PPELW indicates book value of property, plant and equipment of rm i at
time t; CFOLW means cash ow from operating activities of rm i at time t; DCFO denotes
dummy variable equal to 1 when CFO_it is negative, and 0 otherwise; β GHQRWH LQWHUFHSW
coe cient of regression model; β ,β ,β ,β ,β are estimated slope coe cients of regression
model; εLW PHDQ UH LG D RI UHJUH LRQ PRGH
We measure EQ by using the absolute value of residuals from regression model 11. This
approach has also been applied in research by Cohen (2008), Li and Wang (2010). Following
W H UH HDUF
HQ HW DO (2010), we multiply the absolute values of the residuals by -1 (R).
Thus, higher values of residuals represent higher EQ. Speci cally, EQ is determined as follows:
EQLW = -|εLW _
where EQ_it denotes earnings quality of rm i at time t; |ε_it | represents the absolute value of
UH LG D IURP UHJUH LRQ PRGH
(PSLULFDO PRGHO
With 3,987 rm-year observations of 443 companies listed on the HNX) and HOSE from 2011
to 2019, as illustrated in research methodology, the study used the FE regression controlling
for rm-speci c characteristics as the main model for such a panel data. The regression model
to investigate the impact level of factors in uencing EQ is as follows:
EQLW = β + β LEVLW + β GROWTHLW + β OROALW + β LOSSLW
β DIVLW + β6AGELW + β SIZELW + β ,5LW + εLW
where EQLW indicates earnings quality of rm i at time t; LEVLW represents nancial leverage
of rm i at time t; GROWTHLW means revenue growth rate of rm i at time t; OROALW GHQRWH
operating return on assets of rm i at time t; LOSS_it means dummy variable equal to 1 if net
income is negative, and 0 otherwise; DIVLW denotes dividend yield of rm i at time t; AGELW
represents the age of rm i at time t; SIZE_it means the size of rm i at time t; CIRLW GHQRWH
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dummy variable equal to 1 if year of observation is greater than 2014, and 0 otherwise; β
means intercept coe cient of regression model; β ,β ,β ,β ,β ,β6,β ,β DUH H WLPDWHG RSH
coe cients of regression model; εLW PHDQ UH LG D RI UHJUH LRQ PRGH
5HVHDUFK UHV OWV
4.1 Descriptive statistics
Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of p this study. After controlling missing values, the
dataset is strongly balanced. Also, outliers for variables as EQ, GROWTH, OROA and DIV are
winsorized at 5%. EQ has an average value of -0.037, and its minimum and maximum value
DUH
DQG
UH SHFWLYH 7 L LQGLFDWH W H H L WHQFH RI GL FUHWLRQDU DFFU D LQ
UHSRUWHG HDUQLQJ G ULQJ W H SHULRG IURP
WR
DQG W HUHIRUH W H LJ HU W H D R WH
value of discretionary accruals, the lower the EQ.
The average nancial leverage (LEV) takes an average value of 0.504, which implies that
listed rms employ both debt and equity. However, the lowest gure for this ratio is 0.002
while the highest one is 1.294. This indicates that some rms have not utilized the advantage
of leverage whereas others can be at the risk of bankruptcy with total liabilities exceeding total
assets. In addition, revenue growth rate (GROWTH) and operating returns on asset (OROA)
is 13.9% and 7.4% on average, respectively. This is justi able since Vietnamese rms are still
in the early stages of their life cycle. Besides, accounting losses (LOSS) accounts for 5.7%
in the total of 3,987 observations from 2011 to 2019. Regarding the dividend yields (DIV),
this gure points out that beside capital gain which is the realized change in market value of
stock, investors will receive additional returns of 6.6% on average from holding this type of
nancial instruments.
7DEOH

'H FULSWLYH WDWL WLF RI W H UH HDUF YDULD H

9DULDEOHV

2EV

0HDQ

6G

0LQ

0D

EQ
LEV
GROWTH

0.661

OROA
LOSS
DIV

0.066

0.069

AGE
SIZE

1.486

,5

0.556

1RWHV EQ is earnings quality. LEV is nancial leverage. GROWTH is revenue growth rate. OROA is
operating return on assets. LOSS is dummy accounting losses variable. DIV is dividend yield. AGE is
rm age. SIZE is rm size. CIR is dummy control Circular 200 variable.

6R UFH The authors’ calculation
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Two non- nancial determinants including rm age and rm size take an average value of
7.209 and 27.077, respectively. This indicates that most of the companies are o cially listed
on Vietnamese stock exchange since the beginning of 2013, and thus, they are still the early
WDJH RI W HLU RSHUDWLQJ F F H

)L

UH

Earnings quality (2011-2019)

6R UFH The authors’ calculation
The research sample consists of nine remaining industries with 443 rms from 2011
to 2019. From processed and calculated gures, detailed descriptive statistics of EQ is
implemented by year (Figure 1) and by industry (Figure 2). Regarding EQ in Vietnam during
9-year period as illustrated in Figure 1, the gure gradually increased from 2011 before
reaching the highest 4 years later and subsequently experienced a uctuation during the
UHPDLQLQJ HDU RI W H W G SHULRG

)L

UH

Earnings quality across industries

6R UFH The authors’ calculation
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To some extent, this trend of EQ is consistent with that of economic development in
Vietnam. Speci cally, after the global nancial crisis in 2008, with changes in economic
policies such as adjusting interest rate for credit growth while controlling the in ation at an
appropriate level, Vietnamese rms not only had lending opportunities to make investments
and productions but also witnessed the increase in consumption demand, thereby improving
the earnings along with the quality of these gures.
Meanwhile, with the issuance of Circular 200 which has come into e ect since the
beginning of 2015, the nancial statements have been provided to investors with higher
GHJUHH RI WUDQ SDUHQF LQ RW SUH HQWDWLRQ DQG GL F R UH W DQ W H SUHYLR RQH
HQFH
enhancing EQ. However, the uctuation of this gure from 2015 to 2019 can be viewed as a
signal of unstainable development of Vietnamese stock market. Accordingly, this can partly
derive from EM behaviors or poor performance, resulting in adverse impacts on the quality
of earnings, which a ect not only the investors’ belief but also the going concern assumptions
RI W H FRUSRUDWLRQ LQ W H I W UH
Regarding the EQ across nine industries in the research sample, Figure 2 indicated that
Media industry has the highest EQ while Health Care industry is the one with the lowest EQ.
,Q DGGLWLRQ 8WL LWLH
RQ WU FWLRQ DQG 0DWHULD DQG HPLFD LQG WULH DUH DW W H DPH
level followed by the four remaining ones.
4.2 Regression results
Table 2 illustrated the regression analysis results from FE regression model. With regards
to nancial leverage (LEV), this ratio is negatively associated with EQ at the signi cance
level of 5%. Speci cally, the regression coe cient equal to -0.010 indicates that when the
other factors are held constant, a 1-percent increase in leverage leads to a decrease in EQ by
0.01% on average. Although this result has statistical signi cance, it has quite low economic
signi cance. However, our nding indicates that companies with high level of nancial
leverage are viewed to have low-quality of earnings.
Our nding implies that Vietnamese listed rms that employ more debt in their capital
structure are more likely to manipulate earnings to meet the requirements of creditors as
well as to extend the ability of raising additional debt in the future, hence, their EQ might
be decreased. Our nding is consistent with the results by DeFond and Jiambalvo (1994),
Dechow HW DO
*RSD DQ DQG -D DUDPDQ
1J HQ DQG 1J HQ
,Q DGGLWLRQ
Nguyen and Tran (2018) also indicated the existence of EM behaviors is in association with
the use of nancial leverage in Vietnamese listed companies.
In terms of growth (GROWTH) which is measured as the growth rate of net revenues, this
ratio has an adverse partial impact on EQ at the signi cance level of 1%. With the regression
coe cient equal to -0.005, the study indicates that when the other factors are held constant,
a 1-percent increase in revenues growth results in a decrease in EQ by 0.005% on average.
Although our result has low economic signi cance, it implies that companies with a high
revenues growth rate have low-quality of earnings, which is similar to the research outcomes
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1L LP DQG 3HQPDQ
* R
Jayaraman (2012), and Hoang (2016).
7DEOH

5H

W RI UHJUH LRQ DQD

HW DO (2005), Dechow HW DO

*RSD DQ DQG

L

)( UH UHVVLRQ
LEV
GROWTH
OROA
LOSS
DIV
AGE
SIZE
,5
RQ WDQW
Observations
R-squared
1RWHV Standard errors in parentheses, * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 indicate statistical
signi cance at the 1%, 5% and 10% test levels, respectively. EQ is earnings quality. LEV is nancial
leverage. GROWTH is revenue growth rate. OROA is operating return on assets. LOSS is dummy
accounting losses variable. DIV is dividend yield. AGE is rm age. SIZE is rm size. CIR is dummy
FRQWUR LUF DU
YDULD H

6R UFH The authors’ calculation
Operating ROA (OROA), measured as the pro t or loss from operation divided by average
total assets, is also negatively associated with EQ at the signi cance level of 1%. With the
regression coe cient equal to -0.188, the outcome shows that when the other factors are
held constant, an average decrease of 0.188% in EQ is derived from a 1-percent increase in
OROA. As a result, companies with high OROA are viewed to have low-quality of earnings.
This can be explained from the context of Vietnamese stock market that many investors are
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mainly concerned with the pro tability of their capital, thereby only investing in companies
which can yield high and sustainable pro t ratios over time. Consequently, this has put a
SUH UH RQ W H PDQDJHU QRW RQ WR PDNH RYHUSURG FWLRQ GHFL LRQ RU F W GL FUHWLRQDU
expenses but also to apply “creative accounting treatments” in order to manipulate reported
earnings, thereby reducing EQ. In Vietnam, such ndings are also found in the studies by
' RQJ
DQG +RDQJ DQG 'DQJ
The dummy accounting losses variable (LOSS) is found to have a negative relationship
with EQ at a signi cant level of 1% with a coe cient of -0.040. This result is consistent with
W H W GLH
'R H HW DO
DQG 5DQ HW DO
7 L R WFRPH LPS LH W DW QHJDWLYH
HDUQLQJ FDQ H GHULYHG IURP SRRU SHUIRUPDQFH RU LQWHQWLRQD DGM WPHQW RI PDQDJHPHQW WR
increase costs in order to lower pro t gure. Therefore, companies can not only lower or even
avoid the tax liabilities but also create “hidden reserves” which will eventually be used to
LQFUHD H LQFRPH LQ I W UH SHULRG
F DQ DFFR QWLQJ WUHDWPHQW LQ RPH FD H L D R UHIHUUHG
to as “arti cial earnings smoothness” or “income smoothing”.
The relationship between EQ and dividend yield (DIV) is found to be positive and
statistically signi cant at 5%. Speci cally, with the regression coe cient equal to 0.022,
our nding indicates that a 1-percent increase in dividend yield also leads to a rise in EQ
by 0.022% on average. Accordingly, higher dividend yields result in higher EQ, which is
consistent with the information e ect of dividends and other previous ndings by Sirait and
LUHJDU
'HQJ HW DO
DQG +H HW DO
In terms of rm size (SIZE), the research result is consistent with many previous studies.
Speci cally, under this thesis, this ratio has a positive impact on EQ at the signi cance level
of 10%. With the regression coe cient equal to 0.002, the outcome indicates that when the
other factors are held constant, a 1-percent increase in rm size results in a rise in EQ by
0.002% on average. This means companies with a larger scale have higher quality of earnings,
which is understandable given the economies of scale. Accordingly, large companies have
lower cost per unit produced compared to small ones, thereby increasing pro t as well as the
FRPSHWLWLYH DGYDQWDJH LQ W H PDUNHW ,Q DGGLWLRQ D SRLQWHG R W
D DQG )R WHU
rm size is positively correlated with the quality of earnings as large companies often have
to incur xed costs to maintain internal control system during the nancial reporting process.
Such ndings are also agreed by Parte-Esteban and Garcia (2014), Liu HW DO
DQG L
DQG 1JR
Firm age (AGE) and Circular 200 (CIR) are found to have no signi cant relationships with
EQ. However, the positive relationship between Circular 200 and EQ implies that in addition
WR FRPSUH HQ LYH DQG SGDWHG J LGDQFH SURYLGHG
W H LUF DU W HUH DYH HHQ FHUWDLQ
existing gaps that rms can manipulate their earnings in some ways. Therefore, despite the
highest level of EQ achieved during the year 2015, it could not maintain a stable level or
FRQWLQ HG WR LQFUHD H LQ
HDU DWHU
F DQ R WFRPH D R LPS LH W H QHHG IRU LJ HU
nancial reporting standard such as International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) which
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can create a better quality of earnings in terms of both accountability and decision usefulness
for listed companies in Vietnam.
4.3 Post-estimation tests and results
0 OWLFROOLQHDULW
The multicollinearity phenomena have been tested by using Vаriаnсе In аtiоn Fасtоrs (VIF)
and the results are shown in Table 3. If the VIF values of all variables are under 5, there
L QR LJQD RI P WLFR LQHDULW SUR HP LQ W H UH HDUF PRGH
W W H DPH WLPH
F D
result is consistent with the matrix of correlation in which the correlation coe cients between
the independent variables are lower than 0.85. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
P WLFR LQHDULW SUR HP GRH QRW H L W LQ W L UH HDUF PRGH
7DEOH

0 WLFR LQHDULW WH W
9,)

LEV

1.63

GROWTH

1.16

OROA

1.65

LOSS

1.16

9,)

DIV
AGE
SIZE
,5
Mean VIF
1RWHV EQ is earnings quality. LEV is nancial leverage. GROWTH is revenue growth rate. OROA is
operating return on assets. LOSS is dummy accounting losses variable. DIV is dividend yield. AGE is
rm age. SIZE is rm size. CIR is dummy control Circular 200 variable.

6R UFH The authors’ calculation
HWHURVNHGDVWLFLW
Modi ed Wald test for groupwise heteroskedasticity in FE regression model has been
HPS R HG WR WH W W H HWHUR NHGD WLFLW S HQRPHQD LQ W L W G 8QGHU W H Q
SRW H L
the variance of the error is the same for all individuals (hоmоskеdаstiсity). The testing result
indicates that the p-value is equal to 0.000, which leads to a signi cant rejection of the null
SRW H L 7
LW FDQ H FRQF GHG W DW HWHUR NHGD WLFLW L SUH HQW LQ W H PRGH
WRFRUUHODWLRQ
WRFRUUH DWLRQ D R UHIHUUHG WR D HULD FRUUH DWLRQ L UH SRQ L H IRU WRR RSWLPL WLF
standard errors. Wооldridgе’s tеst fоr аutосоrrеlаtiоn in раnеl dаtа is performed with the null
hypothesis assuming that there is no rst-order autocorrelation in the model (Wооldridgе,
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2002). The test result indicates the p-value equal to 0.1663 greater than 0.1; and therefore, we
IDL HG UHMHFW W H Q
SRW H L ,W FDQ H FRQF GHG W DW D WRFRUUH DWLRQ L QRW SUH HQW
&URVV VHFWLRQDO GHSHQGHQFH
With many cross-sectional units and a few time-series observations as panel data, there
are possibilities of signi cant cross-sectional dependence, which may arise because of the
H L WHQFH RI FRPPRQ RFN DQG QR HUYHG FRPSRQHQW W DW HFRPH SDUW RI W H HUURU WHUP
as indicated in many previous studies. Pesaran’s CD test of cross-sectional independence is
SHUIRUPHG QGHU W H Q
SRW H L W DW W H HUURU WHUP DUH QRW FRUUH DWHG DFUR HQWLWLH FUR
sectional independence). The result shows that FE model produces regression residuals that
are cross-sectional dependent. On average, the average absolute value of correlation between
the residuals is 0.293. Therefore, Pesaran’s CD test rejects the cross-sectional independence at
any level of signi cance. In other words, it can be concluded that cross-sectional dependence
L SUH HQW LQ W H PRGH
2PLWWHG YDULDEOH ELDV
Ramsey RESET test has been employed to test whethe the omitted variables bias. The result
shows that the p-value are all signi cant, and thus, the study rejects null hypothesis that the
model has no omitted variables. However, since FE regression assumes that unobservable
factors that may a ect the two sides of the regression at the same time are time unchanged.
Moreover, FE regression deploys within-group changes over time and by including FE (i.e.
rm and timee ects), we can control the mean di erences across the rms in any observable
predictors. Thus, the FE coe cients absorb all the across- rm variance with unchanged time.
As a result, FE regression is considered as a optimal solution to deal with omitted variables
LD IRU SDQH GDWD
(QGRJHQHLW
Regarding endogeneity problem, we consider nancial leverage as an endogenous variable as
nancial leverage is dependent on many other factors (Booth HW DO
)UDQN DQG *R D
FFRUGLQJ
LQJ FDSLWD LQWHQ LW D DQ LQ WU PHQWD YDULD H PHD UHG
W H
gross amount of PPE divided by total assets, the result shows that this instrumental variable is
DSSURSULDWH DQG HQGRJHQHLW SUR HP L QRW SUH HQW LQ W L UH HDUF D S YD H RI HQGRJHQLW
test is equal to 0.2565, which fails to reject of null hypothesis that nancial leverage is an
H RJHQHR YDULD H
3RVW HVWLPDWLRQ UHV OWV
Table 4 reports the comparison between estimates using di erent regressions including FE,
ordinary least squared (OLS) and FE with Driscoll-Kraay standard errors (1998). At the
same time, the results of FE and OLS are robust to heteroskedasticity using Huber-White
standard errors while FE with Driscoll-Kraay standard errors is asymptotically robust to
HWHUR NHGD WLFLW DQG FUR
HFWLRQD GHSHQGHQFH
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7DEOH

PPDU RI SR W H WLPDWLRQ UH HDUF UH
)( LWK + EHU :KLWH
VWDQGDUG HUURUV

W

2/6 LWK + EHU :KLWH
VWDQGDUG HUURUV

)(

LWK 'ULVFROO .UDD
VWDQGDUG HUURUV

LEV
(0.006)
GROWTH
OROA

-0.176***
(0.016)

LOSS
DIV
(0.006)
AGE
SIZE
,5
BFRQ
Observations
R-squared
1RWHV EQ is earnings quality. LEV is nancial leverage. GROWTH is revenue growth rate. OROA is
operating return on assets. LOSS is dummy accounting losses variable. DIV is dividend yield. AGE is
rm age. SIZE is rm size. CIR is dummy control Circular 200 variable.

6R UFH The authors’ calculation
As can be seen from the Table 4, while OLS regression has higher R-squared compared
to FE and FE with Driscoll-Kraay standard errors. Speci cally, while R-square of OLS with
Huber-White standard errors is equal to 0.20, which means 20% of the dependent variable
is explained by the independent variables, that of FE and FE with Driscoll-Kraay standard
errors is only 0.13. However, FE and FE with Driscoll-Kraay standard errors tend to share
W H DPH UH W DQG H SHFLD W H DWWHU DSSURDF L UR W WR SUR HP RI W H UH HDUF
model and is consistent with previous studies. Three models report quite consistent results in
terms the impact of leverage, growth, operating ROA, dividend and age on EQ as well as the
signi cance levels. However, the signi cant positive impacts of size and Circular 200 on EQ
are found at 5% and 10% level of signi cance, respectively. The positive impact of Circular
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200 on EQ implies that despite the updated guidance provided by the Circular 200, there
have been certain existing gaps that rms can manipulate their earnings in some ways. There
is a need for higher nancial reporting standard such as International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) to create a better quality of earnings to ensure both accountability and
decision usefulness for listed companies in Vietnam.
RQFO VLRQ
Our study reviews the measurements of EQ and investigates its determinants that are mainly
derived from rm characteristics. The panel data with 3,987 rm-year observations were
collected from 443 listed rms on the Hanoi Stock Exchange (HNX) and Ho Chi Minh Stock
Exchange (HSX) during 2011 to 2019. Our research ndings indicate that dividend yield
and rm size are positively related to EQ while nancial leverage, growth, pro tability and
accounting losses have negative impacts on EQ. Also, rm age and Circular 200 are found to
have positive partial impact on EQ on listed rms in Vietnam.
Our results imply that while maintaining an attractive dividend yields alongside with a
balanced capital structure, a stable revenue growth and operating ROA, rms should mitigate
EM. Despite its possible short-term bene ts, EM would not be an e ective solution in the
long run. If such manipulation of earnings is detected and published, it will a ect not only
the investors’ belief but also the going concern assumptions of enterprises in the future. For
big rms, utilizing their economies of scale and having strong internal control system are
better solutions to achieve higher pro ts as well as higher degrees of transparency and higher
accounting information quality.
Our study has some shortcomings. We focused mainly on accrual quality aspect of EQ,
which was regressed on seven independent variables and one control variable. Although having
compared with research results of previous studies and obtained a certain degree of similarities,
our study has not considered EQ in a multi-dimensional approach due to the lack of data. Thus,
this is the gap for future study. Also, we only focus on rm characteristics. The further study can
be conducted in the way that other macro factors at the industry level and the country level might
H LQF GHG LQ W H HPSLULFD PRGH /D W HQGRJHQHLW SUR HP D QRW HHQ I
FRQWUR HG
7 H UH HDUF FDQ H H WHQGHG DSS *00 PRGH WR FRQWUR IRU HQGRJHQHLW
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